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Request Number

(A)95/0834

Canadian CIRVIS reports

Released?
FM WDC TRENTON
TO NDDC OTTAWA

NRC OTT// HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

UNCLAS WOPS 320

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A: 050400Z JAN 95

D: SKY COND: CLEAR

C: OBSERVER DID NOT WANT TO LEAVE NAME AND ADDRESS ETC

D: HAMILTON, ONTARIO

E: NO OTHER OBSERVERS

F: SEVEN OBJECTS

- RED COLOUR, ROUND SHAPE, VERY HIGH IN ALTITUDE.
- MOVING EASTWARD IN STRAIGHT LINES, HOWEVER, DID NOT APPEAR TO BE IN FORMATION.
- DIMMER THAN SURROUNDING STARS, YET QUITE BRIGHT.
- ONE MORE SAME TYPE OBJECT WAS THEN OBSERVED MOVING BY ITSELF FROM NORTH TO SOUTH IN THE SKY.
- NO NOISE HEARD FROM ANY OF THE OBJECTS.

G: OBSERVER WATCHED OBJECTS FOR APPROX THREE MINS, THEN BECAME UNNERVED AND WENT INSIDE HOUSE.

S. [Signature]

[Stamp] WOPS 320

000001
Memorandum

2700-1 (W COC O)

21 Mar 95

Dist List

COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTIONS REPORTING VITAL INTELLIGENCE SIGHTINGS (CIRVIS) REPORTS - UFO/METEORITE SIGHTINGS

Ref: AIRCOM DCO SP OPS 016, 151915Z Mar 95

1. IAW req at ref, fol for your info, to date UFO reports/sightings received by this unit are relayed/reported verbally to 21 AGW Sqn North Bay SD for their action. Foi are transcripts from 4 Wg COC log book:

   a. Log entry - 06/2245Z Feb 94: Caller ID - 11111

      Reporting UFO sighted early this morning, approx 0015L. Description - She saw a huge sun like shape, blue with a red top. It came straight down. This lasted approx 5 sec. She sighted it from her home and said if it landed it would have probably landed just south of Iron Lake. Passed to SD. 4 Wg WCOC tech - Cpl Folsom.

   b. Log entry - 19/1515Z Dec 94: Caller ID - 22222

      Observation of sighting 19/1504Z: Condition of sky - clear, Location of sighting - same as above. Sighted by - observer, wife and children. Description - one object, round, bright light in the sky that resembles a light bulb, white in colour, low in the sky, no movement, and bright luminosity. Duration - noticed 30 mins prior to call and still there. SD advised. 4 Wg WCOC tech - Cpl Lamothe.

   c. Log entry - 31/1700Z Jan 95, Caller ID - 33333

      Reporting 3 objects 12 miles north east of Pearce Land, Sask. Description - 3 objects with orange and yellow lights (bright) which moved swiftly, then slow, then still. Duration - 2 hrs. She also mentioned all hydro electricity was out during this time. Passed to SD. 4 Wg WCOC tech - Cpl Wyatt.

2. 4 WCOC has updated local checklist to reflect ref msg actions and reflects North Bay SD checklist for particulars.

K.L. Curran
Capt
4 Wing/W COC O
690-7816

Distribution List

Fax - AIRCOM SD ACS 2 (257-6913)

D/NOpsO

WCOC
AIR COMMAND HQ
CENTRAL PRIORITY

DATE: 3 APR 1995
FILE: 1630-1

Subject: 314 A

FA-BF
COP1995-2

UNCLASSIFIED

TO: NRCOTT
HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 320437Z APR 95
B. CLEAR SKIES
C. 
D. NONE
E. MIL
F. NUMEROUS LARGE WHITE LIGHTS
G. WHITE
H. N/A
I. N/A
J. NO SOUND

FABREVILLE
POINT DU QUE.

AIRCCM OPCEN

DTG RECEIVED: 0300Z 2002

NO ACTION TAKEN

D Ops O Init

000003
K. ESTIMATED 15,000 FT ABOVE MILLER-II ANALYSIS NORTH MOVING SLOWLY

At

ABC13

8972266015435

000004
DATE 21 APR 95

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

1. 21 APR 95 0400Z

2. UNK

3. UNK (SEE BELOW)

4. UNK

5. 10 LIGHTS SPINNING AROUND CENTRAL LIGHT AT HIGH SPEED OF RATE

FLASING ACCORDINGLY

6. UNK

7. UNK

8. UNK

9. 2 SECONDS

10. UNK

11. TRAVELING FROM NW TO SE. HPCH
P. INFO WAS PASSED FROM TO SASKATCHEWAN FLIGHT SERVICE TO MINNEAPOLIS
AREA CONTROL CENTER (235) 623-8249
ET

DELIVERED 111782 112778
FM FGCA/NHQ NORTH PAY
TO RCCBOCA/AC/ACM 4T/H/PEG//SSO ACS/INFO
RCCEONC/NRCOTT
RCCPSA/NDOC OTTAWA
LT
UNCLAS SD 057
NRCOTT ATTN TO HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUPJ: UFO SIGHTING
A. 230130Z MAY 95
F. CLEAR SKIES
C.

D. NO OTHER WITNESSES
F. VERY BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT, ROUND.
G. WHITE, HEADED NORTH
H. N/A
I. DURATION WAS APPROX 10 MIN.
J. NO SOUNDS REPORTED
K. SIGHTING REPORTED TO LOCAL AIRPORT AND WW PERSONNEL
LT
#0031
SBC018 DELIVERED 143031Z 200202
FILE # 2000-13

AIR COMMAND HQ
CENTRAL REGISTRY

DATE 19 JUN 1995

ACS FINE

EX CEPT

RECEIVED FROM
CENTRAL REGISTRY

TO BARRETT/ATCOM IMPERIAL/ACS

FILE CEPT/ACS OCTA/M INTERFED INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS/COMM/ABC

CC ACS/MADD OCTA/ABC

ET

INCL AS SDRIE

FUEL: NO PROBLEM

A. 1600-1700 JUN 95

B. CLEAR

C. (1)

D. SPOKE IN SAME VEHICLE

E. (1)

F. DISAPPEARANT, REPORT AT 1830

G. NOW

H. 1-2 SECONDS

J. 8/1

W. HIGH IN SKY HEARD EFIR NFB KANN WASTEND AT HIGH RATE

AIRCOM OPCEN

D TG. REC'D 17 JUN 95

NO ACTION TAKEN

D Ops C Leit. 000010
IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER:

A. NAME: 

B. ADDRESS: 

C. PHONE: 

DATE/TIME OF SIGHTING (GMT): 3421302 Jun 94

CONDITION OF SKY: (clear, cloudy, hazy, etc.): Visibility 20 miles

LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING (precise location): IN REAR PARKING OF PLACE DU SAGNOL CHRONER

IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS (if any): His wife

DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING:

A. SHAPE: Fire ball

B. COLOUR: Red-Yellow

C. ALTITUDE: 2-3 miles

D. MOVEMENT: Descending from North to East

E. LUMINOSITY: Bright

F. NUMBER OF OBJECTS: 1

G. POSITION: SW of Chauve

H. ECT: Disappeared into Parc des Laurentides

DURATION OF OBSERVATION: 2-3 Sec. 000012
ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: Something has been observed.

PERSON TAKING REPORT: 

(NAME)

(RANK)

(SIGNATURE)

REFERENCE: CFAO 71-1
INCL AS 057

CHIEF: HEO REPORT

REF: ATTACH OR HARPERS 09 JUL 05

1. 09 JUL 05 021550 - 09 JUL 05 0145

2. CIPAP

3. AT

4. VFR

5. FOR TIMES PAST 09 JUL

6. LIGHT IS GREY, NO OBSERVED MOVEMENT FOR TWO HRS

7. WHITE

8. CIRCULAR

9. TWO HOURS

10. NO CHANGE

11. HIGH IN SOUTHEAST TORONTO SKY
12. Two hrs after initial sighting, he observed a second small maneuvering object around the stationary large object. Then both objects moved westward and disappeared. This report initially turned to TAC (Traffic Management Center) 5925-5704-5699.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.
1. IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER:
   A. NAME: 
   B. ADDRESS: 
   C. PHONE: 

2. DATE/TIME OF SIGHTING (GMT):
   Wednesday 6 July 1130 PM

3. CONDITION OF SKY (clear, cloudy, hazy, etc.):
   Heavy rain early in evening, clearing to starlight nighttime

4. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING
   (precise location): Cottage at lac Camp Vert
   Lee Borgia

5. IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS (if any): 

6. DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING:
   A. SHAPE: Round Triangular Football Shape
   B. COLOUR: Indescent White/Blue
   C. ALTITUDE: Middle Sky
   D. MOVEMENT: Descended to within 200Ft of observer
   E. LUMINOSITY: Bright Intense
   F. NUMBER OF OBJECTS: 1
   G. POSITION:
   H. ECT: 

7. DURATION OF OBSERVATION: All Night 000016
ART OF "RELEVANT INFORMATION"
observation made on a continuous basis when
observer is at camp/cottage site

PERSON TAKING REPORT: LAUDIE M. J.
(NAME)
(RANK)
(SIGNATURE)

REFERENCE: CFAO 71-1
Subject: UFO

From: P P 011913Z AUG 95
To: RCOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG//SFO ACF//
INFO RCOCA/KRCOTT//OTTAWA HERZBERG INSTITUTE
RCRPSA/HDOC OTTAWA

Ct
"CIAE 50 871

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
1. 01/013 7 AUG 95
2. SKY CLEAR
3. MTL.
4.
5. LOCATION OF SIGHTING SAME AS PARA THREE
6. OBJECT HAD THE OUTLINE OF A DIAMOND AND HAD VERY BRIGHT WHITE COLOUR WITH OCCASIONAL LIGHT BLUE FLASHERS. OBJECT WAS IN THE WESTERN SKY ABOUT 45 DEGREES ABOVE THE HORIZON
7. DURATION OF OBSERVATION 45 MINUTES
8. THIS IS THE SECOND OCCURRENCE. THE PREVIOUS ONE WAS APPROXIMATELY SIX WEEKS PRIOR TO THIS ONE.

RECEIVED 2171022 515001

00018
UNCLASSIFIED

FROM: J. D. Johnson

TM 21 AUG 95

TO: CSIRO/AIRCOSM WINNIPEG/CSO ACS/

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE \ instantiate
\ the Institute of Astrophysics, \

CSIRO/AIRCOSM OTTAWA

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

1. 12/2136Z AUG 95.

2. SKY CLEAR

3. LOCATION OF SIGHTING: WEST LAKE NIPissing.

4. OBJECT HAD THE OUTLINE OF A DIAMOND AND WAS VERY BRIGHT WHITE COLOUR WITH OCCASIONAL LIGHT BLUE FLARES. OBJECT WAS IN THE WESTERN SKY ABOUT 45 DEGREES ABOVE THE HORIZON.

5. DURATION OF OBSERVATION: 45 MIN.

6. THIS IS THE SECOND OCCURRENCE.

7. WAS IN THE PROCESS OF STAR WATCHING WHEN THE INCIDENT OCCURRED. HE WAS USING 7 POWER BINOCULARS AND GAZING TOWARDS ANTPS.

AIRCOM OPCEN

DATE: 14 AUG 95

ON TAKEN

Cos 20 Jan.

000019
CONSTITUTION, HE BELIEVES THIS SIGHTING WAS NOT A PART OF THE
CONSTITUTION.

ET
#0031

000020
SUBJ: METEORITE REPORT

DEF: TELECONF SGT HUDSON NORTH RAY OPP/MAJ MCCONNEL 25 AUG 95

1. 250439Z AUG 95

2. CLEAR

3. POKASSAM OPP DET.

4. A. BARRY SOUND.

5. OPP DET STURGSON FALLS

6. N/A

7. BRIGHTEST THAN THE STARS

8. GREEN THEN TURNED BRIGHT RED

9. FALL SHAPED, NO TRAIL
11. PLUNGING AT 90 DEGREE ANGLE

12. FIREBALL SEEN DESCENDING OVER LAKE NIPISSING SW OF NORTH BAY, NORTH BAY OPP INCIDENT NUMBER 22339-8, NORTH BAY OPP TEL 495-3880 ET

[Signature]
INCLASNo.91

REC:PERPRep

1.4/25JUL86

2. SKY CLEAR

3. FLY MACHONE PEQ...

4. LOCATION OF LIGHTING SAME AS DATA OBTAINED

5. OBJECT WAS FILL SHAPED WITH RED, BLUE, GREEN AND YELLOW POLICING SURROUNDING THE PERIMETER. IT WAS ABOUT 120 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND AND WAS MOVING VERY SLOWLY.

6. REPORT FOREVER TO BE POSTED FOR 12 HR TECH AMD MENTOR.

DIMITRA OPCEN

250230

000023
LOCATION OF SIGHTING RANE BE PAGE THREE


7. REPORT FORWARD TO US VIA PAY FROM THE VORYER.

CC:

SIGNED:

DATE:

INITIALS:

CLASSIFIED

APPENDIC

DECEMBER 1983

FILE: REPER-code

1. DATE: JULY 20
2. SKY CLEAR
3. MASCOURCHE 20
4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING RANE BE PAGE THREE
6. REPORT FORWARD TO US VIA PAY FROM THE VORYER.

CC:

SIGNED:

DATE:

INITIALS:

CLASSIFIED

APPENDIC

DECEMBER 1983

FILE: REPER-code

1. DATE: JULY 20
2. SKY CLEAR
3. MASCOURCHE 20
4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING RANE BE PAGE THREE
6. REPORT FORWARD TO US VIA PAY FROM THE VORYER.
UNCLASSIFIED

ACOC WINNIPEG
21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
INFO NRCOTT OTTAWA HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
NDOC

UNCLAS ACOC 568

SUBJ: CIRVIS

REF: DCOS SP OPS 016 151915Z MAR 95
1. 260500Z
2. PARTIALLY CLOUDY
3. PHONE

4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING: DRIVEWAY OF HOUSE
5. N/A
6. NOTHING SEEN
7. REPORTING HEARING A GROWLING AND GRINDING NOISE IN HER DRIVEWAY. ON INVESTIGATION THROUGH HER WINDOW, THE NOISE STOPPED AND

UNCLASSIFIED 000025
NOTHING WAS SEEN. SUBJECT BELIEVES THAT IT WAS NOT A PRACTICAL JOKE. IN THE MORNING, A DONUT SHAPED CIRCLE WAS FOUND IN HER GRAVEL DRIVEWAY. NO BURN MARKS EVIDENT. INNER DIAMETER OF CIRCLE ONE FOOT 10 INCHES. OUTER DIAMETER TWO FOOT NINE INCHES. ACOC COMMENT: SON-IN-LAW REPORTED THAT SUBJECT VERY SERIOUS THAT THIS WAS AN UNUSUAL INCIDENT, HOWEVER HE REPORTED THAT HE COULD REPLICATE EFFECT BY LOWERING THE BLADE OF A SINGLE-BLADE DRIVE-ON LAWN MOWER WHICH WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE NOISE HEARD.

AIRCOM WINNIPEG//SSO ACS//
ACOC

CAPT J.H. GREVSTAD, CODO, 5313

CAPT J.H. GREVSTAD, CODO, 5313
TO: RESUBDA/ADM COM WINNIPEG // ISSO AIR

INFO: PP PUB RECV ONTARIO // HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS //

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

1. 24-28 Aug 05/2170-01Z

2. SKY VARIED FROM CLOUDY TO CLEAR

3. KIRKLAND LAKE, ON

4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING SAME AS PARA TOWER

5. OTHER OBSERVER:

6. OVER THE COURSE OF THE PERIOD STATED, PERSON OBSERVED SEVERAL DIFFERENT SIGHTINGS. ONE OCCURRENCE WAS A SIGHTING OF AN OBJECT ON THE LOWER RIGHT OF A FULL MOON. SAME OBJECT THEN WENT OVER MOON, BACK DOWN MOON AND THEN FOR 10 SECOND PERIOD ACROSS THE MOON. OBJECT THEN SHOT OUT OF SIGHT IN 3 SECONDS. THIS HAPPENED ONLY ONCE. ANOTHER SEPARATE SIGHTING HAD AN OBJECT MOVING BACK AND FORTH IN A WOBBLING COURSE, SEEMING TO HIDE IN FRONT OR BEHIND STARS, SOMETIMES SEEMINGLY
REPELLED BY STARS. IT APPEARED TO STAY MOTIONLESS FOR SEVERAL HOURS AND THEN RESUME PREVIOUS BEHAVIOR. THE FIRST 2 NIGHTS OF THE OBSERVATIONS (P4 AND) ONLY 1 SIGHTING WAS OBSERVED. OVER COURSE OF MONTH, IT COULD BE 1 TO 3 SIGHTINGS PER NIGHT.

7. OVER COURSE OF OBSERVATIONS, ONE OBJECT WAS ALL RED, ONE WAS METALLIC, ONE WAS RED, WHITE AND BLUE AND SEEMED TO BE SPINNING. ONE OBJECT SHOT OUT A RED FLICKER OF LIGHT TO A STAR. IN ALL OCCURRENCES THERE WAS NO SOUND, NO TRAILS, AND LENGTH OF SIGHTINGS LASTED FROM SECONDS TO HOURS. ALL OBJECTS WERE SMALLER THAN STARS. AZIMUTHS VARIED FROM DIRECTLY OVERHEAD TO ALL POINTS ON COMPASS. SOME OBJECTS WENT FROM ONE END OF THE SKY TO THE OTHER IN A STRAIGHT COURSE.
UNCLAS SD 105

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
1. 31 AUG 95 1214L
2. SKY WAS CLOUDY
3. NORTH PAY, ON NO TELEPHONE
4. LOCATION OF SIGHTING SAME AS PARA THREE
5. OTHER OBSERVER: NONE
6. STATED THAT THE UFO WAS CIGAR SHAPED, SILVER IN COLOUR, APPX 15 FEET LONG.
7. ALSO STATED THAT SHE SAW THIS OBJECT FOR APPROX 1 MINUTE, WITH NO SOUNDS HEARD.

RT

#0017
To: CINCNOAC CHEYENNE MTH AS CC//33P//

FROM: RCCNOC/RCCOT OTTAWA

UNCLAS SD 109

Attn: RCCOTT OTTAWA, FOR METEOR OBSERVATION

Subj: METEORITE OBSERVATION

1. 070616Z
2. CLEAR
3. ( )
4. ON THOMPSON MANITOBA ZAA RADIAL FOR 140 KM AT FL 350 P2DG P45.

METEORITE AT ONE OCCUPY POSN

5. UNKNOWN

6. METEORITE BROKE INTO 7-4 PIECES

7. UNKNOWN

8. UNKNOWN

9. UNKNOWN

000030
10. FIVE SECONDS
11. NONE
12. REPORTED BY

Winnipeg ACC SHIFT MANAGER

000031
UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REF: PAY RECEIPT FROM RCC MONTREAL ON SEP 08

1. 28 SEP 95 17157 - 17187

2. 26 OCT 95 1259 - 14/9/1996 CHICL

3. 13 OCT 95 MONTREAL FC (1)

4. NIL

5. ROUND LIKE BIRTHDAY CAKE METALLIC-WHITE RIGHT OF A PLAN

MOVING IN A WESTERN DIRECTION LOST SIGHT TOWARDS THE SUN

7. OBSERVED FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 MIN

AIRCRAFT OPCRCC

H.R. 09/11/13

ACTION TAKEN

000032
UNCLAS WOC 217

SUBJ: CIRVIS

REF: DCOS SP OPS 016.151915Z MAR 95
1. 160830Z SEP 95
2. CLEAR
3. 

Winnipeg MB
4. Two to three miles north of Riverton, MB. Object east of observers (over Lake Winnipeg)
5. 
6.A. Unknown
B. Green, red and yellow

UNCLASSIFIED
E. THEY LAY OUT MOVES REALLY FAST FROM THE NORTH 6 RED LIGHTS MOVED IN A HORIZONTAL FASHION. THEY CROSSED AS QUICKLY THEY PARTED LIKE A SHOT OF LIGHT.
F. 6
G. 2 RED LIGHTS
H. 6
I. VERY SHORT INTERVAL OF TIME.
J. SEC
K. FROM THE NORTH 6 RED LIGHTS MOVED IN A HORIZONTAL FASHION
UNCIA WOPS 392
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
T: (TIME OF SIGHTING-GMT) 0100Z 03 OCT 95
S: (SKY CONDITION) CLEAR
C: (IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER)
   (NAME) ...
   (ADDRESS) ...
   (TELEPHONE) ...
L: (LOCATION OF OBSERVER) HCMF
   (DISTANCE TO OBJECT) 3 KILOMETRES WEST
F: (IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS)
   (NAME) ...
   (ADDRESS) ...

000037
FAC 2 ECCMPACR5 UNCLAS

F:(DETAILD DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING)
(NUMBER OF OBJECTS) 1
(SHAPE/COLOUR) MAINLY WHITE LIGHT/ SOME GREEN/RED LIGHT
(ATTITUDE/MOVEMENT) UNKNOWN/SOME LATERAL MOVEMENT
G:(DURATION OF OBSERVATION: MT TO GMT 0100Z TO 0130Z AND CONTINUING
E: (ANY OTHER INF) NO SONI
I7

#0038
SUBJ: METEORITES/HFO/CIRHIC REPORT
PART 1: A. 02 NOV 95 0216Z

1. CLEAR - SUNSET
2. NOT WILLING TO GIVE NAME OR PHONE
   "Y/4"
3. 1 VIKING HAMMER SETTLEMENT DIRECTION EDMONTON
4. BRIGHT
5. TAIL WAS WHITE
6. PALL SHAPED
7. TO SEC
8. N/A

Y. CAME DOWN ON AN ANGLE then leveled off then continued till out
   OF SIGHT
9. N/A

LT
000039
SUBJECT: CIRVIE (NEO) REPORT

THE FOLLOWING IS A COPY OF A REPORT FROM PRINCE ALBERT DPS FILED WITH THIS UNIT VIA WINNIPEG ACC:

280831 CYPAYEVV
CIRVIE

RECEIVED CALL AT 2AM (2007) FROM XX:

"HE WAS CALLING OUT TO SANDY PAY RESERVE THIS OR
CANWOOD (APPROX 40-60 MILES NW YPA) BY RESIDENTS TO REPORT A SCAFFOLD OBJECT IN THE SKY. IT WAS FIRST SEEN AT 11PM (0559Z) AND WAS LOW IN THE SKY DUE EAST, APPROXIMATELY THE SIZE OF 5-6 HOUSES. A RING OF PORTHOLES COULD BE SEEN AROUND IT WITH THE POPPIEST PORTHOLE IN THE CENTER. MIDDLE AREA WAS BLUE/GREY, AND YELLOW WHERE THE PORTHOLES WERE. IT APPEARED TO BE SPINNING, BY 3AM IT MOVED SLOWLY TO THE SOUTH, DISAPPEARING FOR APPX 1/2 HOUR, IS FARTHER AWAY, TIED TO THE SKY AND NOW APPEARS STATIONARY. CONSTABLE REPORT SAYS NOW WITH THE NAKED EYE IT APPEARS AS A BRIGHT LIGHT, BUT THROUGH 10 POWER BINOCULARS WE CAN SEE THE COLORS IN IT."

ALTITUDE RESERVATION UNIT

TRANSPORT CANADA

000040